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Abstract— Key framesand previewsare two forms of a video
abstract, widely used for various applications in video browsing
and retrieval systems. We propose in this paper a novel method
for generating these two abstract forms for an arbitrary video
sequence. The underlying principle of the proposed method is the
removal of the visual-content redundancy among video frames.
This is done by first applying multiple partitional clustering to all
frames of a video sequence and then selecting the most suitable
clustering option(s) using an unsupervised procedure for cluster-
validity analysis. In the last step, key frames are selected as
centroids of obtained optimal clusters. Video shots, to which key
frames belong, are concatenated to form the preview sequence.

Index Terms—Clustering, cluster-validity analysis, content-
based video retrieval, content classification, video content
analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

A video abstractis a compact representation of a video
sequence and is useful for various video applications. For

instance, it provides a quick overview of the video-data-base
content and enables fast access to shots, episodes, and entire
programs in video browsing and retrieval systems. There are
two basic forms of a video abstract:

• a previewsequence, being the concatenation of a limited
number of selected videosegments (key video segments);

• a set ofkey frames,being a collection of suitably chosen
frames of a video.

A preview sequence is made with the objective of reducing
a long video into a short sequence that is often used to help the
user to determine if a video program is worth viewing in its
entirety. It either provides an impression about the entire video
content or contains only the most interesting video segments.
We distinguish between these two types of previews and define
them as thesummary sequencesandhighlights,respectively.

Key frames are most suitable for content-based video brows-
ing, where they can be used to guide a user to locate specific
video segments of interest. Furthermore, key frames are also
effective in representing visual content of a video sequence for
retrieval purposes: video indexes may be constructed based on
visual features of key frames, and queries may be directed at
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Fig. 1. Manual versus automated video abstraction.

key frames using image retrieval techniques [24]. Also, shot
comparisons involved in some high-level video processing and
analysis steps can benefit from visual features captured in
key frames [10], [21]. Similarly, as in the case of preview
sequences, key frames can also be extracted in two different
ways, either to capture the most memorable scenes of a video
or to just summarize the entire video in terms of its visual
content. Consequently, here we also use the terms such as
highlighting and summarizingkey frames.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, a video can be abstracted either
manually or automatically. If key frames and key video
segments are extracted manually, they will comply to human
cognition. That is, these key frames/segments will be selected
based on human understanding of the content of a video
and human perception of representativeness and quality of
a frame or a segment. For instance, key frames or key
video segments can be extracted here based on the role
that the persons and objects captured therein play in the
context of the target application. One can choose the most
representative ones (e.g., taken under the best camera angle,
best revealing the interesting action) from many candidate
frames or segments. Furthermore, it is expected that no blurred
frames or “dark” segments are extracted, nor those with coding
artifacts, interlacing effects, etc.
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Reducing human involvement in the video abstraction
process by developing fully automated video analysis and
processing tools steadily gains more importance from both the
production and the user end of video programs. On the one
hand, a continuously growing video production and increasing
number of different services offered to customers require
enormous manpower at the production end for processing and
preparing the videos for their distribution and placement on
the market. On the other hand, if video abstraction is to be
performed at the user end, for instance, in emerging digital
storage systems containing some data-processing power [18], a
full automation of such systems is crucial, since users at home
want to be entertained and not burdened with programming
or adjusting their video equipment.

While the need for automating the video-abstraction pro-
cedure is strong, the possibilities for its practical realization
are limited. The first limitation is related to the fact that it is
highly difficult to develop a system capable of automatically
capturing the highlights of a video. This is mainly due to the
fact that defining which video segments are the highlights
is very subjective process, and thus it is difficult to obtain
objective ground truth. Furthermore, we are still missing
the feasibility to efficiently map human cognition into the
automated abstraction process such that similar abstraction
results are generated manually and automatically.

In this paper, we present a method for automatically pro-
ducing an abstract of an arbitrary video sequence. The method
is based on cluster-validity analysis and is designed to work
without any human supervision. The produced video abstract
consists of a set of key frames and a preview sequence.
Since we were aware of the above limitations, we followed
the objective ofsummarizingthe content of a given video
sequence, rather than finding its highlights. The role of sub-
jectivity in the video summarization process is significantly
reduced, which can be explained by the fact that a video
summary ideally containsall relevant elements of the video
content (faces, objects, landscapes, situations, etc.) and not a
subjective selection of these elements, such as highlights. In
view of the second limitation, the abstracting method presented
in this paper does not attempt to provide an abstract containing
precisely the same key frames or segments as the one formed
manually. Its objective is rather to summarize the sequence in
a way similar to the manual one, in terms of the video material
captured by the abstract and the obtained abstract size. This can
be explained with an example of a simple dialog-like sequence,
illustrated in Fig. 2, consisting of interchanging shots showing
each of the two content componentsand Since a person
would summarize such a sequence by taking only two key
frames/segments, one for each of the content components, the
same needs to be obtained automatically using our method,
although the chosen key frames and key segments can be taken
at different time instances.

In Section II, we first review some of the representative
previous approaches to video abstraction, after which we
present our abstraction method in Section III. There, first,
the procedures for clustering and cluster-validity analysis are
explained. This is followed by a description of how the abstract
is formed on the basis of clustering results and by defining

Fig. 2. Two of several possible key-frame sets containing different frames
but capturing the same visual material.

the application scope of the proposed method. Section IV
shows the experimental evaluation, and Section V concludes
this paper.

II. PREVIOUS WORK ON VIDEO ABSTRACTION

A. Key-Frame Extraction

Automated extraction of key frames has been addressed
by many researchers [1], [2], [4], [6]–[9], [13], [16], [17],
[19]–[26]. A first attempt to automate the key-frame extraction
was to choose as a key frame the frame appearing after each
detected shot boundary [16]. However, while being sufficient
for stationary shots, one key frame does not provide an
acceptable representation of the visual content in dynamic
sequences. Therefore, methods were needed to extract key
frames compliant to visual content variations along a video
sequence. One of the first key-frame extraction approaches
developed in view of this objective is presented in [22], with
all details given in [25]. There, key frames are extracted in a
sequential fashion for each shot separately. The first frame
of a shot is always chosen as a key frame. Then, similar
methodology is applied as for detecting shot boundaries. The
difference is computed between the current frame

of a sequence and the last extracted key frame using
color histograms. If this difference exceeds a given threshold

the current frame is selected as a new key frame, that is

if (1)

Here, is the number of frames within a shot. The extrac-
tion procedure (1) is then adapted by using the information on
dominant or global motion resulting from camera operations
and large moving objects, according to a set of rules. For
a zooming-like shot, at least two frames will be extracted,
at the beginning and at the end of a zoom. The first one
represents a global and the other one a more detailed view of
a scene. In cases of panning, tilting, and tracking, the number
of frames to be selected will depend on the rate of visual-
content variations: ideally, the visual content covered by each
key frame should have little overlap, or each frame should
capture a different object activities. Usually frames that have
less than 30% overlap in their visual content are selected as
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key frames. A key-frame extraction method similar to (1) can
also be found in [21], though without usage of the motion
information.

In the approach presented in [8], the authors first compute
the discontinuity value between the current frameand the

previous frames. This is done by comparing the color
histogram of the frame and the average color histogram
of the previous frames, that is

(2)

If the discontinuity value (2) exceeds the prespecified
threshold the current frame is extracted as a new key
frame i.e.,

if (3)

A possible problem with the extraction methods described
above is that the first frame of a shot is always chosen as a key
frame, as well as those frames lying in shot segments with a
varying visual content. As discussed in [7], when choosing a
frame lying close to the beginning or to the end of a shot,
there is a probability for that frame of being a part of a
dissolve effect at the shot boundary, which strongly reduces
its representative quality. The same can be said for frames
belonging to shot segments of high camera or object motion
(e.g., strong panning or a zoomed object moving close to
the camera and covering most of the frame surface). Such
frames may be blurred, and thus in some cases not suitable
for extraction.

A solution to this problem can be found in [4], where
the authors first represent a video sequence as a curve in
a high-dimensional feature space. A 13-dimensional feature
space is formed by the time coordinate and three coordinates
of the largest “blobs” (image regions) using four intervals
(bins) for each luminance and chrominance channel. Then the
authors simplify the curve by using the multidimensional curve
splitting algorithm. The result is, basically, a linearized curve,
characterized by “perceptually significant” points, which are
connected by straight lines. A key-frame set of a sequence
is finally obtained by collecting frames found at perceptually
significant points. With a splitting condition that checks the
dimensionality of the curve segment being split, the curve
can be recursively simplified at different levels of detail, i.e.,
with different densities of perceptually significant points. The
final level of detail depends on the prespecified threshold,
which evaluates the distance between the curve and its linear
approximation. A potential major problem of this approach
is the difficulty to evaluate the applicability of obtained key
frames, since there was no comprehensive user study to prove
that the extracted key frames lying at “perceptually significant
points” capture all important instances of a video, or that there
is a clear connection between perceptually significant points
and most memorable key frames (highlights).

A different type of key-frame extraction approach is pro-
posed in [26]. There, all frames in a video shot are classified

into clusters, where this final number of clusters is de-
termined by a prespecified threshold A new frame is
assigned to an existing cluster if it is similar enough to the
centroid of that cluster. The similarity between the current
frame and a cluster centroidis computed as the intersection
of two-dimensional hue–saturation (HS) histograms of the
hue–saturation–value (HSV) color space. If the computed
similarity is lower than the prespecified threshold a new
cluster is formed around the current frameIn addition, only
those clusters that are larger than the average cluster size in a
shot are considered as key clusters, and the frame closest to
the centroid of a key cluster is extracted as a key frame.

Extraction of key frames in all approaches discussed above
is based on threshold specification. The thresholds used in [4],
[22], and [26] are heuristic, while the authors in [8] work
with a threshold obtained by using the technique of Otsu
[15]. By adjusting the threshold, the total number of extracted
key frames can be regulated. However, such regulation can
be performed only in a global sense, meaning that a lower
threshold will lead to more key frames, and vice versa. The
exact or at least approximate control of the total number of
extracted key frames is not possible. First, it is difficult to
relate certain threshold value to the number of extracted key
frames. Second, if the same threshold value is applied, it can
lead to a different number of extracted key frames for different
sequences.

A practical solution for this problem is to make the threshold
directly related to the extraction performance. An example is
the threshold specification in form of the maximum tolerable
number of key frames for a given sequence. An approach using
this sort of thresholds can be found in [17]. There, two thresh-
olds need to be prespecified:, controlling which frames will
be included in the set, and , being the maximum tolerable
number of key frames for a sequence. Key-frame extraction
is performed by means of an iterative partitional-clustering
procedure. In the first iteration step, a video sequence is
divided into consecutive clusters of the same lengthThe
difference is computed between the first and the last frame
in each cluster. If the difference exceeds the thresholdall
frames of a cluster are taken as key frames. Otherwise, only the
first and the last frame of the cluster are taken as key frames. If
the total number of extracted frames is equal to or smaller than
the tolerable maximum the extraction procedure is stopped.
If not, a new sequence is composed out of all extracted frames
and the same extraction procedure is applied. The biggest
disadvantage of this method is the difficulty of specifying the
threshold since it is not possible to relate the quality of the
obtained key-frame set to any specificvalue.

A better alternative method to [17] was proposed in [9],
which does not require any other threshold value but the
maximum allowed number of key frames for a given video.
There are two steps in this approach. First, the assignment of a
number of key frames for each shot is carried out based on the
content variation of a shotand that of the entire sequence. The
content variation of a given sequence is defined as the sum
of all frame-to-frame differences measured along the entire
sequence. The key-frame assignment is done such that the
sum of all assigned key frames along the sequence is close to
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a given maximal number of allowable key framesfor the
entire sequence. The numbercan be adjusted if we knowa
priori the type of the program to be processed. The assignment
step is followed by a threshold-free and objective procedure
to optimally distribute the assigned number of key frames in
each video shot. The optimal distribution of key frames in
each shot is performed at this second step using anumerical
algorithm to optimize the representation of the distribution
with respect to a given measure of the content flow dynamics
along each shot. However, predefining the absolute number
of key frames without knowing the video content may be
problematic in some cases: when assigning two key frames
for a talking head sequence of 30 min, one of them can
be considered as redundant. In addition, assigning the same
number of key frames to, for instance, two video sequences
of the same length does not guarantee the same level of visual
abstraction since the contents of the two sequences may have
different levels of abstraction and/or totally different levels of
activities.

If the total number of extracted key frames is regulated
by a threshold, the qualities of the resulting key-frame set
and of the set obtained for the same sequence but based on
human cognition are not necessarily comparable. For instance,
if the threshold is too low, too many key frames are extracted,
characterized by a high redundancy of their visual content.
By a high threshold, the resulting key-frame set might be too
sparse. Especially if the rate of visual-content change allows
for only one optimal set of key frames for the best video
representation, finding the threshold value providing such a
key-frame set is a highly difficult task.

Authors in [2] and [19] aim at avoiding this problem and
propose threshold-free methods for extracting key frames. In
[2], the temporal behavior of a suitable feature vector is
followed along a sequence of frames, and a key frame is
extracted at each place of the curve, where the magnitude
of its second derivative reaches the local maximum. A similar
approach is presented in [19], where local minima of motion
are found. First, the optical flow is computed for each frame,
and then a simple motion metric is used to evaluate the changes
in the optical flow along the sequence. Key frames are then
found at places where the metric as a function of time has
its local minima. However, although the first prerequisition of
finding good key frames was fulfilled by eliminating threshold
dependence of the extraction procedure, there is the same
concern on the two described methods as that on the method
proposed in [4]: there is no comprehensive user study to prove
the applicability of key frames extracted with these methods.

B. Video Highlights

Development of techniques for automated generation of
preview sequences is a relatively new research area, and only
a few works have been published recently. In [14], themost
characteristicmovie segments are extracted for the purpose of
automatically producing a movietrailer. Movie segments to
be included in such a trailer are selected by investigating low-
level visual and audio features and by taking those segments
which are characterized byhigh motion(action), basic color

compositionsimilar to average color composition of a whole
movie, dialog-like audio track, and high contrast. Although
the authors claim to obtain a good quality of movie abstracts,
since “all important places of action are extracted,” there is
no user study to support that the segments selected using the
above audio-visual features indeed capture the same material,
which would be included into a manually produced trailer. As
already mentioned in Section I, it is highly difficult to develop
an automated system for extracting video highlights, due to
the missing ground truth. Even if the extracted highlighting
segments correspond to the video-content perception of one
user, there may be another user for whom the obtain abstract
is not or is only partially acceptable.

III. T HE ABSTRACTION APPROACH BASED

ON CLUSTER-VALIDITY ANALYSIS

The underlying principle of the video-abstraction method
proposed in this paper is to remove the visual-content redun-
dancy among video frames. The entire video material is first
grouped into clusters, each containing frames of similar visual
content. Taking again the dialog-like sequence from Section I
(Fig. 2) as an example, the clustering process would group
together all frames from all shots belonging to each of the
content components and resulting in this way in two
clusters, one for each of the components. Then, by representing
each cluster with its most representative frame, a set of key
frames can be obtained that summarizes the given sequence.
To obtain a summarizing preview sequence, it is sufficient to
take the shots to which the extracted key frames belong as key
segments and to concatenate them together.

Since the resulting number of key frames and key video
segments in the preview sequence is dependent on the number
of clusters, the problem of finding the most suitable abstract
for a given sequence becomes the one of finding the optimal
number of clusters, in which the frames of a video can be
classified based on their visual content. The main difficulty
here is that the optimal number of clusters needs to be
determined automatically. To solve this, we apply known tools
and methods of cluster validity analysis and tailor them to our
specific needs.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, our abstraction method consists
of three major phases. First, we apply times a partitional
clustering to all frames of a video sequence. The prespecified
number of clusters starts at one and is increased by one
each time the clustering is applied. In this way different
clustering possibilities for a video sequence are obtained. In
the second step, the system automatically finds the optimal
combination(s) of clusters by applying the cluster-validity
analysis. Here, we also take into account the number of shots
in a sequence. In the final step, after the optimal number of
clusters is found, each of the clusters is represented by one
characteristic frame, which then becomes a new key frame
of a video sequence. The preview sequence is obtained by
concatenating all video shots to which the extracted key frames
belong. As will be explained at a later stage, we make the
generation of a preview sequence dependent on the number
of shots in a video.
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Fig. 3. Video-abstraction scheme based on cluster-validity analysis.

A. Clustering

The clustering process is performed on all video frames
using the partitional clustering technique [11]. For this pur-
pose, each frame of a video sequence is represented by
a -dimensional feature vector consisting of features

The feature vector can be composed using texture,
color, shape information, or any combination of those. We
wish to efficiently capture with key frames the changes in
the visual material introduced, e.g., by camera motion, and
to be relatively insensitive to object motion. Therefore, we
have chosen a -dimensional feature vector, consisting of
the concatenated 3-bin color histograms for each of the
component of the YUV color space. Furthermore, since
is easily computable, we also compensate in this way for an
increased computational complexity of the overall abstraction
approach due to the extensive cluster validity analysis but
still achieve an acceptable frame content representation. The
feature vector used is now given as

(4)

By taking into account thecurse of dimensionality[12], we
made the parameter dependent on the sequence length and
compute it as 5 [12], where is the number of frames to
be clustered, and in this case also the number of frames in
the sequence.

Since the actual cluster structure of the sequence is not
known a priori, we first classify all frames of a sequence
into 1-to- clusters. Thereby, the number is chosen as
the maximum allowed number of clusters within a sequence
by taking into account the sequence length. Althoughcan
be understood as a thresholding parameter, its influence on
the abstraction result is minimal. This is because we choose
here as much higher than the largest expectable number of
clusters for a given sequence. The longer the sequence, the

higher is the potential number of clusters for classifying its
video material. We found the variation of with the number
of sequence frames defined by the function (5) suitable for
the wide range of sequences tested

(5)

When defining (5), we took into account that sufficient
alternative options should be offered to the cluster validity
analysis in order to obtain reliable results and that the number
of options should increase with sequence length. On the
other hand, the value needs to be kept in limits, since
the “noisy” clustering options become more probable with
increasing number of clusters and can negatively influence the
cluster validity analysis.

The clustering phase is followed by the cluster-validity
analysis to determine which of the obtained different
clustering options, i.e., which number of clusters is the optimal
one for the given sequence. In the following, we will explain
this procedure in detail.

B. Cluster-Validity Analysis

For each clustering option characterized byclusters
we find the centroids of the clusters by

applying the standard-means clustering algorithm on feature
vectors (4) for all frames in the sequence. In order to find the
optimal number of clusters for the given data set, we compute
thecluster separation measure for each clustering option
according to [3] as follows:

(6)

with the following parameters:

(7)

The better all of the clusters are separated from each
other, the lower is and the more likely it is that the
clustering option with clusters is the optimal one for the
given video material. and are the number of elements
and thedispersionof the cluster respectively, while is
the Minkowski metric[5] of the centroids characterizing the
clusters and For different parameters and different
metrics are obtained [3]. Consequently, the choice of these
parameters has also certain influence on the cluster-validity
investigation. We found the parameter setting and

to give the best performance.
Note that the values can only be computed for
due to the fact that the denominator in (6) must be nonzero.

We now take all values measured for one and the same
sequence and for and normalize them by their
global maximum. Three different cases are possible for the
normalized curve, and they are illustrated in Fig. 4(a)–(c).
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Illustration of three possible cases for the normalized�(n) curve.

Case 1: The normalized curve is characterized by
a pronounced global minimum at as shown in
Fig. 4(a). This can be interpreted as the existence of
clear natural clusters in the video material with In
this case, we assume a set of clusters to be the optimal
cluster structure for the given video sequence.

Case 2: The normalized curve has distinct low
values. This means that it is possible to classify the given
video material into different numbers of clusters with a
similar quality of content representation. An example of this
is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) for with options containing

or clusters.
Case 3: All values of the normalized curve are high

and remain in the same range (around 1), as illustrated in
Fig. 4(c). This case can be interpreted in two ways: either
there is no clear cluster structure within the given video
material (e.g., an action clip with high motion) or the video
sequence is stationary and can be treated as one single cluster.
In the remainder of this paper, we will consider a sequence
asstationaryif there is no or only a nonsignificant camera or
object motion (e.g., a zoom of a person talking, characterized
by head and face motion). In general, if a curve is
obtained as shown in Fig. 4(c), the decision about the optimal
cluster structure is made dependent on the detected number of
shots in that sequence. This is explained more thoroughly in
Sections III-B1 and III-B2.

Consequently, the problem of finding the optimal cluster
structure for any video sequence given by the normalized
values for is reduced to recognizing the most
suitable of the three above cases. To do this, we first sort all
the normalized values in ascending order,
resulting in a sorted set Then,
we introduce the reliability measure
defined as

(8)

Last, we search for the value of the indexfor which all
values are minimized. Two possible results of the mini-
mization procedure are given by the following expressions:

(9a)

(9b)

We will interpret these results for two different types of
sequences, namely, sequences containing several video shots
and those corresponding to single video shots.

1) Sequences Containing Several Video Shots:We first an-
alyze the situation involving sequences that contain more than
one video shot. If there is a pronounced global minimum of the

curve at as shown in Fig. 4(a), the reliability
vector has its global minimum at Therefore, the
validity of (9a) is equivalent to the defined Case 1. Then, the
optimal number of clusters is chosen as

(10)

If (9b) is valid, the scope of possible options is constrained
to either Case 2 or Case 3, whereby Case 3 can be considered
less probable for the following two reasons: First, the prob-
ability of having a highly stationary content across several
consecutive shots is low. Second, it is expected that there
is sufficient distinction among the visual materials belonging
to different shots of the sequence, such that several equally
acceptable clustering options can be allowed. Therefore, we
relate the validity of (9b) in case of complex sequences to
the defined Case 2. That is, all cluster sets belonging to

are taken as possible solutions for
grouping the frames of a sequence.

2) Single Video Shots:For sequences consisting of only
one video shot, the probability of finding a natural cluster
structure containing more than one cluster is generally much
lower than in complex sequences. This is because the changes
of the visual content are continuous, mostly characterized by a
camera/object motion without dominant stationary segments.
For this reason, a large majority of curves obtained for
single video shots can be expected to correspond to the model
in Fig. 4(c). This makes the reliable distinction between the
stationary shots and the nonstationary ones having an unclear
natural cluster structure crucial for obtaining a suitable abstract
structure for single video shots.

If clusters are suggested by (10) for a given shot, and
if that shot is stationary, the average intracluster dispersion

computed over all clusters should be similar to
the dispersion computed when all frames of that shot
are grouped into one cluster. Otherwise, the dispersion
can be assumed considerably larger than In view of
this analysis, we define the decision rule (11) to distinguish
stationary shots from the nonstationary ones. For this purpose,
we first use (10) to find clusters for a given shot and
compute the dispersion Then we also compute the
dispersion and compare both with which can be
understood as the reference for the stationarity and is obtained
by averaging dispersions measured for a large number of
different stationary shots

(11)

If the shot is stationary, it is represented by only one cluster,
including all frames of a shot. By nonstationary shots, we
proceed with checking the evaluations (9a) and (9b). If (9a)
is valid, is chosen as the optimal number of clusters,
indicating that clearly distinguishable natural clusters exist
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Fig. 5. Illustration of a hierarchical structure of a key-frame abstract by several clustering options.

within the shot. If (9b) is valid, we can assume that either
there are several clustering options for the given shot or that
no natural cluster structure can be recognized by the algorithm.
The first possibility is relatively low due to a limited range
of content variations within a shot of an average length.
Therefore, the validity of (9b) for a single shot is related to
an unclear cluster structure, which is difficult to represent. On
one hand, one single cluster is too coarse, since variations of
the visual content are present. On the other hand, choosing
too many clusters would lead to an overrepresentation of the
shot. For these cases, we found the smallest number of clusters
proposed by (9b) as a good solution for this problem. Thus,
from clustering options suggested by (9b), we choose
clusters, defined by (12), to represent a single video shot with
an unclear cluster structure

(12)

C. Forming the Sequence Abstract

The process of finding the most suitable clustering option(s)
for a given video sequence is followed by forming a video
abstract. We will first discuss the procedure of building a set
of key frames. One representative frame is chosen from each
of the clusters and taken as a key frame of the sequence. As
usual in the clustering theory, we choose for this purpose the
cluster elements closest to cluster centroids. We find the key
frame of the cluster by minimizing the Euclidean distance
between feature vectors (4) of all cluster elementsand the
cluster centroid that is

(13)

If different clustering options are found suitable for a
sequence, key-frame sets extracted for each of the options are
used to form a hierarchical key-frame structure, as illustrated
in Fig. 5. Such a representation can provide a better interaction
with video sequences having a complex structure.

While key frames are extracted in the same way for any ar-
bitrary sequence, we make the forming of a preview sequence
dependent on the number of shots contained in a video. This
is because a preview is useful only in case of longer video,

which contains more than video shots ( specifieda priori,
application dependent). In our abstraction method, the video
preview can be understood as a temporal extension of the key
frames at the highest representation level (the clustering option
with the smallest number of clusters in Fig. 5). Each shot, to
which at least one extracted key frame belongs, is taken as a
key video segment. These key segments are then concatenated
to form the preview. The usage of entire shots for making a
preview is preferred due to their complete contexts, e.g., a shot
break mostly does not take place in the middle of a sentence.
Such completeness makes the preview better understandable.
An alternative to this is to use only shot fragments around key
frames. However, the probability to have a complete context
is considerably lower in this case. As an example, one could
think of the abstraction of a longer dialog sequence using one
image of each participating character for building the key-
frame set and the corresponding video shots for building a
small “dialog trailer.” In such a preview, a couple of (most
probably) complete sentences are desirable, spoken by each of
the characters and revealing the dialog topic.

D. Application Scope

This last example of abstracting a reasonably structured
video content illustrates the actual application scope of the
abstraction method presented in this paper. Although this
method can theoretically be applied to a video sequence of
an arbitrary length, the sequences of interest in this paper are
rather constrained to specific events, having a well-defined and
reasonably structured content. The reason for this constraint is
that long video sequences (e.g., full-length movies) are mostly
characterized by an enormous visual content variety, which
is difficult to classify in a number of distinct clusters and,
consequently, difficult to represent by a limited number of
key frames/segments.

Therefore, in order to be able to efficiently apply this
approach to, e.g., a full-length movie, it is necessary to first
segment the movie into well-structured, high-level fragments
(scenes, story units, dialogs, etc.) [10]. After the segmentation
is completed, our method can be applied to each of the movie
fragments separately, as illustrated in Fig. 6. In this way,
each fragment is represented by a structured collection of key
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Fig. 6. A multilevel movie abstraction providing previews for each of movie segments and for the entire program, as well as episode-based comprehensive
key-frame organization for browsing purposes or image queries.

frames and, eventually, by a suitable preview. Then, a preview
of the entire movie can be formed too by concatenating the
previews of its fragments. Using the scheme in Fig. 6, the
user can easily follow the story, select the movie fragment of
interest, browse through it or perform a pictorial query, look
at its preview sequence, or simply at the preview sequence of
the entire movie.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In order to test the video-abstraction method presented in
this paper, we concentrate here first on the evaluation of the
proposed procedure for cluster-validity analysis, since both the
key-frame sets and the preview sequences of a video abstract
are directly dependent on the number and quality of obtained
clusters.

We first tested the algorithm performance on sequences
consisting of single video shots. For this purpose, we used
76 shots of a typical Hollywood-made movie and character-
ized them manually regarding the variations in their visual
contents. The value of the parameter from (11) was ob-
tained experimentally as 0.0228, using a number of stationary
shots containing different visual material and having different
lengths, and can therefore be assumed generally valid. As
illustrated in Table I, each of the shots belonging to the test
set is assigned a description of how its content varies in time.
From this description, the most suitable number of clusters
for grouping all the frames of a shot is derived and used as a
ground truth. For instance, a stationary shot should be assigned
one cluster, or a shot with distinct stationary segments
should be assigned clusters. For 66 shots (87%) of the test
set, their frames were clustered in the same way as given by
the ground truth.

TABLE I
A FRAGMENT OF THE TEST SET FOR EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF

THE CLUSTER-VALIDITY ANALYSIS ALGORITHM FOR SINGLE SHOTS

In order to test the performance of the cluster-validity
analysis algorithm for sequences containing several shots,
we established a controlled test environment involving a
set of sequences with clearly defined structure in terms of
possibilities for clustering their frames. For each of these
sequences, we estimated the suitable number of clusters for
organizing their visual content and used this estimation as the
ground truth. An indication about the algorithm performance
can be found in Table II for the following test sequences used.

• Sequence 1:A dialog between two movie characters. Due
to two fixed camera positions, two clearly defined clusters
are expected, one for each of the characters.

• Sequence 2:Three movie characters in discussion with
camera showing each of them separately and all together.
Four clear clusters are expected.
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TABLE II
OBTAINED CLUSTER STRUCTURES FORLONG VIDEO SEQUENCES

• Sequence 3:Two major camera positions to be captured
by two clear clusters.

• Sequence 4:Long sequence covering different visual
material in a series. Five clear clusters are expected for
sequence representation.

Although for the fourth sequence a clear cluster structure
containing five clusters was expected, the algorithm suggested
two possible clustering options. However, this was still ac-
ceptable, since the five clusters found corresponded to the
expected ones and the option with six clusters contained the
same clusters and an additional one, capturing a segment with
object motion.

Based on the results of cluster-validity analysis, key-frame
sets and preview sequences were formed. For each of the
obtained clusters, a key frame was extracted using (13).
Each time the obtained cluster combination corresponded
to the one given by the ground truth, we also found the
resulting key-frame set providing a good representation of
the video content regarding the connection between objects
and characters captured in key frames and the context of the
story. This implies that frames nearest to cluster centroids are
suitable to be used as key frames, and that the cluster-validity
analysis is here the crucial step in making the video abstract.
For the sequences listed in Table II, a preview was made by
concatenating the shots, to which the extracted key frames
belong. Regarding the qualities of these previews, the same
conclusions can be drawn as in the case of key frames, since
each key video segment is strongly related to its corresponding
key frame(s).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Finding an alternative way of abstracting a video, such that
the results are similar to those obtained manually, is a highly
difficult task. This remains so even if we do not attempt to map
human cognition onto the machine level, and if we constraint
the applicability of the developed automated video-abstracting
method only on the “objective” video summarization. In
this paper, we presented an abstraction method having the
objective of capturing the same “global” video material into
the abstract and of keeping the similar abstract size, compared
to the manual abstraction. In other words, the most important
measure of good abstraction is not which key frames and
key video segments are included into the abstract, as long as
the same characteristic content components are captured. We
found the principle of reducing the visual-content redundancy

among video frames as a suitable practical way of reaching
the posed objective. The largest problem to be solved was to
find ways of automatically determining how many clusters are
optimal for a given video. We solved this by developing an
unsupervised procedure for cluster-validity analysis, presented
in Section III.
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